
 

 

 

Have you booked this date in your diary yet? 

  

SAIMM is proud to host the Second Copper Cobalt Africa Conference in the heart of Africa. 

 

 To be held in Livingstone, Zambia, this anticipated and prestigious event provides a unique 

forum for discussion, sharing of experience and knowledge, and networking for all those 

interested in the processing of copper and cobalt in an African context, in one of the 

world’s most spectacular settings - the Victoria Falls. 

 

The African Copper Belt is again experiencing a resurgence of activity following the 

commodity downturn of recent years. A significant proportion of capital spending, 

project development, operational expansions, and metal value production in the 

Southern African mining industry take place in this region. The geology and mineralogy 

of the ores are significantly different to those in other major copper-producing regions 

of the world, often having very high grades as well as the presence of cobalt. 

Both mining and metallurgy present some unique challenges, not only in the technical arena, 

but also with respect to logistics and supply chain, human capital, community engagement, 

and legislative issues. This conference provides a platform for discussion of a range of 

topics, spanning the value chain from exploration, projects, through mining and 

processing, to recycling and secondary value addition. 

 

For international participants, this conference offers an ideal opportunity to gain in-depth 

knowledge of and exposure to the African copper and cobalt industries, and to better 

understand the various facets of  mining and processing in this part of the world. 

 

Jointly hosted by the Mining and Metallurgy Technical Programme Committees of the 

Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM), this conference aims to: 

* 

Promote dialogue between the mining and metallurgical disciplines on common 

challenges facing the industry 

* 

Enhance understanding of new and existing technologies that can lead to safe and 

optimal resource utilization 

* 

Encourage participation and build capacity amongst young and emerging professionals 

from the Copper Belt region 

 

 

http://communications.saimm-mail.com/servlet/link/33595/208661/65918484/4026867


VISIT WEBSITE 

 

 
 

For further information 

contact: 

Camielah Jardine 

Conference Coordinator 

Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7 

E-

mail: camielah@saimm.co.za   
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